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 Executive Summary 
  
 
The Storage Economic Parser I have built has the primary purpose of helping ingest 

over 10 years’ worth of data into a centralized resource. I work for one of the leading 

computer storage companies in the world. As a Storage Economist my job is gather 

data from across the globe and help build resources for lead generation and data 

analysis.  

 

The system I have built is a specialized user-form with specific search and data 

aggregation functionality. It is tailored to aide in gathering key metrics from storage 

economic data sheets. Because the data I receive from around the globe comes in 

many different formats, I needed a system that not only focused on parsing through 

large Excel workbooks but also allowed me to easily grab data from other applications.  

 

Each label on the user form represents a specific field of interest. The UI contains an 

input box and corresponding label for every piece of information I need during the 

ingestion process, thus making this tool a complete solution for parts of my current 

workflow. 

 

Users acquire input in one of two ways. The first method utilizes the prepopulated 

search terms available from the center dropdown menu. By first selecting a search term 

then clicking the corresponding “Find” button, the active workbook is searched and then 

the query result returns to the form and populates the appropriate text box. The second 

method may be more useful for ingesting data from other applications. Once the user 

has found the appropriate information, he or she copies the data to the system clipboard 

and returns to the user form in Excel. The user may then double-click on the appropriate 

label and the respective text box will be populated with what was copied to the system 

clipboard. 

 

The bottom portion of the user form UI makes use of a “TabStrip.” This area handles 

otherwise redundant information categorized by year. The tabstrip functions as one 

would expect, holding data in their appropriate text boxes with respect to a specific tab. 

When tabs are switched, textboxes are cleared and repopulated appropriately. 

 

This system now holds a key place in my workflow, because it neither makes up the 

start nor the finish of that workflow I needed to make a special effort to ensure the 

results of this system integrated precisely with the next steps of my data ingestion 

process. As users click on the “DONE!” button all fields are stored in memory and then 

used to populate (in a specific order) a newly created workbook.  



SYSTEM UI 
 

 
Figure 1 - Storage Economic Parser UI 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IMPLEMENTATION DOCUMENTATION 
 

This system improves an existing workflow I have for ingesting Storage Economic 

reports for my employer. I will be the primary user but will be handing off my project at 

the beginning of the summer along with resources like this to another co-worker. Much 

of what has now been replaced was tedious and boring work that I really wanted to 

outsource. Ingesting a single report from start to finish takes approximately 4 hours. As I 

have implemented this into my workflow I have already seen improvement as I tested 

the system.  

 

This system gets employed between the steps of collecting the resources and files to 

search through and writing a report on what I find. By reducing the time it takes to 

actually find the data I can see how this will allow for more ingesting of data and extra 

time to dedicate to adding more quality to my written reports. It will be a big win for the 

co-worker to whom I hand my project off to. 

 

FEATURE OVERVIEW 

The Storage Economic Data Investor Tool manages:  

o Search for key terms 
o Custom search 
o Result printout 
o Populate from clipboard  
o Graceful error handling 

o Tabbed management of annually 
redundant data fields 

o Ribbon Tab & Button 
o Specific output format 
o Instruction Dialogue 

 
 
 

 

Assistance 
 

Through the entire development of this system I received no help from anybody except 
myself. And I did not use the Bing search engine, I only use google because they have 
me wrapped around their colorful little logo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

LEARNING DISCUSSION 
  
 

There were 2 main iterations with this project. By building a working prototype it was 

easier to identify specific features that needed to be improved upon. One such 

improvement was the graceful handling of errors when grabbing data, if any, from the 

clipboard when a user double clicks a label. Two major problems existed. First, if 

nothing was on the clipboard or if something on the clipboard was something other than 

text, the application would crash. I can’t expect that the user in every case to represent 

a perfect use-case of copying text to the clipboard before double clicking a label. The 

second problem was an issue of making sure that there was indeed some new data 

copied to the clipboard between instances of double clicking labels.  

Below you see how I was able to handle any errors a user might encounter with a GoTo 

command and a subsequent message box. 

 

 

Next we see the check I used to ensure that data is not transferred to the specified text 

box unless it is new data. It is accomplished by setting the variable “ClipBoard” equal to 

the variable “OldClipBoard” as the SubProcedure is exited. Then the next time this 

procedure is called, we compare ClipBoard to OldClipboard before populating any text 

boxes in the UI. 

 

The most challenging part of this project was choosing a single unified feature set that 

would be developed for other end-users besides myself. It is particularly easy to ad-hoc 



 

 

something together and know exactly how to use it and how to troubleshoot short 

comings of the system. But developing a system that will inevitably be passed on to co-

workers brings new elements and pressures of professionalism that need addressing. 

This is why I knew that details like the icon I used in my custom tab could not be an 

obscure smiley face and that it would probably be necessary to include some 

instructions for other users to better understand the system before jumping in with both 

feet. 

Explaining how things works was an excellent exercise because I had to articulate 

plainly how someone would use my system and it has the effect of bringing to the 

surface ideas that don’t connect and features that would really make your system a bit 

easier to interact with. This is the root of why there were two major iterations and many 

changes from what was originally imagined. 

While there were other challenges in connecting the custom button to call a method 

defined outside its module, and getting the tabstrip to work as one would expect it to. I 

can identify a different overarching lesson I have taken away from this large project. 

I think it should be quite obvious that the resources students choose to go to for quick 

answers in our day is most often the internet. Because of the advent of search engines, 

we have a central resource to go to. There we find information on almost every 

conceivable subject matter. It should be no surprise that any time I hit a hurdle during 

development of this system I jumped right to google. But for so much information being 

available, not all of it speaks in a way that is useful or even relevant to what I was 

looking for. The greatest lesson I have gleaned from this project has been the necessity 

of understanding what my problem actually is, in language that the community 

surrounding VBA uses. Being able to define my problem was, in some situations, half of 

my problem. I am someone who learns well when I can see an examples of code 

working. So even though I may be looking at information that could help solve my 

problem. If there is no example code, I move on quickly. Learning and using the 

vocabulary of the VBA community was essential in finding the right resources that 

helped me to understand how to properly implement the many different features of VBA.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

WRITE-UP DETAIL 
 

Users of the Storage Economic Data Parser need two things in order to be successful in 

using the tool. First they need a copy of a workbook that has the embedded tool and 

second they will need a source or sources of storage economic data. 

Because the data needed will be found across many different files and formats and 

because I cannot provide real data per a non-disclosure agreement, I will provide some 

dummy data in this document to go along with an example. 

There are two sections of the UI. I grouped the bottom section of the UI using a tabstrip 

because it would be unnecessarily redundant to list the same data labels, drop down 

selection boxes, and text boxes for each figure needed to be collected over multiple 

years. The tab strip was the best solution for this situation because my form did not 

need to be readjusted when a new year was selected. If the situation was any different I 

would likely have used a multi-page control. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Note the use of a tabstrip. 



 

 

The upper portion of the form is contains fields and labels for data that has no common 

category and thus is left outside any containers. 

 

Figure 3 - Note the lack of container. 

 

Being sensitive to an audience beyond myself I felt a necessary part of this system 

would be to include a set of instructions inside the workbook for users to refer to in order 

to familiarize themselves with the purpose and function of the SE Parser. Also, it looks a 

little silly to create a custom tab and only fill it with a single custom button. The 

instructions are placed in the last sheet of the Excel workbook. This was done so users 

of the workbook can utilize the first worksheet without deciding to delete the 

instructions. The idea is that they are there if you need them but if you use this Excel 

workbook often enough, the instructions are also out of the way and less likely to be 

deleted. Though users may only need them once, if they pass this Excel workbook on, 

the instructions will still be there for the next user. Clicking on the “SHOW 

INSTRUCTIONS” button in then “STORAGE ECONOMIC” tab will bring the instructions 

into view regardless of where the instructions sheet is in the Excel workbook and 

regardless of what the instructions sheet is renamed to. This is possible because I 

reference the hidden name of the sheet not the displayed name of the sheet. 



 

 

 

Figure 4 - Instructions for the Storage Economic Parser. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

EXAMPLE WALK-THROUGH 
 

To get started launch Excel and open a workbook containing the embedded tool. Using 

the Excel ribbon navigate to the “STORAGE ECONOMICS” tab and select it. 

 

Figure 5 - Notice the "STORAGE ECONOMICS" tab located in the right-most position in the Excel ribbon. 
 

Selecting the tab brings up two buttons. Select “SHOW INSTRUCTIONS” to show the 

sheet detailing how this system works and how to get the most out of it. Select “DATA 

AGGREGATOR” to launch the tool. 

 

Figure 6 - Note the SHOW INSTRUCTIONS button and the DATA AGGREGATOR button found in the STORAGE ECONOMICS tab of 
the Excel ribbon. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

After clicking the DATA AGGREGATOR button and launching the Storage Economic 

Parser, open a separate Excel workbook that contains desired metrics. Clicking back to 

the SE Parser dialogue (not the workbook it came in) Select a term to search for or 

alternatively type one in yourself. In the example below I use a custom search term to 

look for the Total Cost of Ownership figure for Year 1. 

 

Figure 7 - Example of using custom input as a search term. 

 

Next, select the correlated “Find” button. This will return any results and populate the 

proper text box with those results.  

 

 

Figure 8 - Example showing returned results from Excel workbook query. 

 

To gather data from applications other than excel simply copy the data to the clip board 

and then double click on the label. Note: The system will do a check to make sure that 

new data is copied to the clipboard between instances of double clicking label(s). This 

will ensure that you don’t unintentionally paste data incorrectly that was intended for a 

single entry into multiple text boxes. 

Finally, click on the “DONE!” button, located in the lower right hand corner of the 

dialogue. This will take every entry made and generate a new Excel workbook with a 

row for each data field. Black rows are created where blank textboxes were left. This 

makes bringing multiple reports together for data analysis easier because of the each 

row relates only one SE metric. 


